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Abstract 
Jockeying and competing for higher status is an inherent feature of rank-ordered hierarchies. 
Despite theoretically acknowledging rank changes within hierarchies, the extant literature has 
ignored the role of competitors’ dynamic movements on a focal actor’s resulting behavior. By 
using a dynamic lens to examine these movement in competitive situations, we examine how 
positive change in a competitor’s rank—that is, positive status momentum—affects a focal 
actor’s psychology and resulting performance. We consider the real-world contexts of chess 
tournaments (5.2 million observations) and professional tennis (117,749 matches) and find that a 
focal actor’s performance in both cognitive and physical competitions is negatively impacted 
when facing a competitor with positive momentum. Additionally, four experimental studies 
reveal that a competitor’s positive momentum results in the focal actor’s positive projection of 
the competitor’s future rank, which in turn increases the psychological threat for the actor. 
Collectively, our findings advance the social hierarchy literature by helping to elucidate the 
manner in which rank-ordered hierarchies are negotiated and disrupted over time.  
 
Keywords: Status, Social Rank, Psychological Momentum, Threat, Performance  
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Significance Statement 
 
 
Although extant research acknowledges status contests within hierarchies, the precise 
psychological process and resulting performance of a focal actor competing and jockeying for 
higher rank remains unexplored. We examine how competitors’ positive status momentum (i.e., 
recent positive trajectory in the hierarchy) affects a focal actor’s performance over and above 
their current position in the hierarchy. Across six studies, we find that an opponent’s momentum 
negatively affects the focal actor’s cognitive and physical performance due to the psychological 
threat induced by the competitor’s momentum. This research demonstrates how status 
momentum is a key driver that affects performance and disrupts rankings within competitive 
hierarchies beyond objective rank. It also offers an alternate account to the “hot hand” fallacy 
towards understanding success.  
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/body 
From Bloomberg Businessweek’s “Best Business Schools” list to the FT Global 500 to 
ESPN’s college football rankings, hierarchies satisfy our inherent desire to organize and classify 
our social landscape. Implicit within these hierarchies is a status contest among those being 
ranked, in which small differences in rankings translate into exponential differences in rewards. 
Whether the competitors are universities, sports teams, corporate boards, or other entities, the 
economic rewards for the elite few at the top of these status contests have jumped sharply in 
recent decades (1). For example, companies featured among the top 20 Fortune Global 500 are 
afforded exponentially greater monetary benefits, prestige, and admiration than those firms 
ranked just marginally lower (1). Given the substantial increase in benefits based on slight 
differences in rank, actors and groups within a competitive hierarchy jockey for more favorable 
positions. Yet, how incumbents respond to the dynamic rise of others – a ubiquitous 
phenomenon in hierarchy – lacks theoretical understanding. Specifically, how do individuals 
react—how are their judgments, behaviors, and resulting performance affected—when facing a 
competitor who is successfully gaining in rank? In this research, we explore whether the positive 
momentum (i.e., positive gain in rank over time) of a direct competitor is viewed as more 
threatening and detrimental to a focal actor’s performance than a competitor having the same 
objective rank but lacking momentum.  
Rank is reflective of overall relative standing or status on a valued social dimension in a 
hierarchy, such that those possessing higher rank are respected, admired, and conferred with 
greater deference by others (2–4). Because it is associated with a number of social and 
psychological benefits, ranging from influence, self-esteem, and health to access to resources and 
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social attention (5–7), status is a highly desired commodity—one that individuals actively strive 
and compete to attain (6, 8). Further, people are willing to pay a significant price to maintain 
their status positions (9, 10) or to attain higher status (11). Still others are motivated to directly 
contest (12) and even overtly challenge the status of others (8, 13).  
However, despite the central importance of status, the literatures on both competition and 
status lack theoretical and empirical perspective on the psychology of focal actors when 
competing with someone who is continually gaining in rank or overall status. For instance, 
competition research typically discusses the competitor’s objective rank as a significant criteria 
in predicting success (14). The literature lacks clarity on the situation where two competitors 
might objectively occupy the same rank or status but they have experienced different rank 
trajectories. Similarly, although there have been multiple calls to examine dynamic status or rank 
changes within hierarchies, research has so far ignored the consequences of these changes for 
members within the same hierarchy who may be jockeying for better status position (4, 15). As a 
result, our understanding of focal actors’ psychology and their competitive response to potential 
challengers remains patchy when it comes to rank changes within competitive status 
hierarchies—a phenomenon that is pervasive in most social contexts (15).  
In this research, we integrate the literatures on status and psychological momentum (16) 
to demonstrate why focal actors are threatened by competitors’ positive status trajectory, above 
and beyond their objective rank differences, leading to poor performance by the focal actor. In 
doing so, we offer several novel contributions. First, we respond to various calls in the hierarchy 
literature (4, 15) to explore the consequences of dynamic rank changes within a status hierarchy 
on a focal actor’s psychology and performance. Second, to the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first study that examines the consequences of rank changes on a focal actor’s performance using 
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both cognitive and effort-based measures of performance within a field context and among 
professional athletes. Third, by examining these adverse effects on focal actors’ performance, we 
advance the literature on social hierarchy, demonstrating how the dimension of successful 
performance (which previously enabled them to rise to the top) may be impacted by the 
successes of others. Finally, our work contributes to the literature on psychological momentum, 
which has mainly considered the focal actor’s own momentum and psychology rather than effect 
of others’ momentum (17, 18) and has thereby failed to capture the complete dynamic nature of 
status hierarchies. 
Social hierarchy research has advanced our understanding of members’ psychology and 
behavior based on their current or static social standing (4, 19). However, our knowledge of 
members’ interactions within hierarchies remains limited, as status hierarchies are inherently 
dynamic i.e., in a state of constant flux. Therefore, studying hierarchies as static entities hampers 
our understanding of the changing interactions, psychology and behaviors, and performance of 
members within them. Research exploring the consequences of rank changes has either taken a 
third-party view of status rise or fall (20), or considered individual’s decision-making in light of 
losing or gaining rank without considering the impact of a competitor’s status change (21, 22). 
For example, Pettit et al. (20) examine discrepancies in status judgments when a social object 
had ascended (versus descended) to a certain rank. These judgments were made by a third 
person, outside to the concerned hierarchy, who thus had no agency to effect any changes within 
the hierarchy. This work did not account for a first-person perspective of a potential challenger 
displaying a positive shift in his or her status trajectory. Arguably, individuals who are a part of 
hierarchy should be more motivated to defend their social standing given the many psychological 
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and material benefits associated with a high-ranked position (6). Further, by performing well 
against rising opponents, such individuals could reap status benefits in future. 
Additionally, research on the performance consequences after losing status has not 
considered the effect of others’ dynamic rank changes in a competitive setting. For instance, 
Marr and Thau report that high-status actors’ performance suffers after status loss (23), but they 
are agnostic about the factors that may lead to status loss and also on the actor’s psychology and 
performance when competing for a higher status. Flynn and Amanatullah note that competing 
with an objectively high-status actor may ensue feelings of despondency, as those with high 
status have superior skills and may perform better (24). However, none of the above studies 
examine the consequences for actor performance following dynamic changes in a competitor’s 
status. Relatedly, research documenting greater risk-taking or escalation of conflict among those 
being challenged has either focused on challengers having similar status characteristics or a 
greater number of participants vying for the same position (25, 26). In summary, our 
understanding of a focal actor’s psychology and resulting behaviors to the competitive 
challenges of others displaying a recent history of positive status momentum remains largely 
uninformed. Accordingly, this research draws on the psychological theory of momentum to 
explain a focal actor’s reduced performance via greater perceptions of self-threat. In so doing, it 
offers a theoretical understanding of the ubiquitous phenomenon of actors competing and 
negotiating their rank within competitive hierarchies.  
Many people hold intuitive theories and lay beliefs grounded in common sense 
psychology that can be misguided (27–29). For example, observers’ memory recall of the final 
location of a moving target is often displaced in the direction of a target’s motion—a 
phenomenon referred to as representational momentum (30). Thus, observers appear to draw 
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causal inferences about the pattern of physical movement, even when no such physical forces are 
in action. The cognitive findings pertaining to representational momentum transcend to 
motivational systems as well, such that expectations for future outcomes are perceived to be 
influenced by past outcomes (18). This tendency to project future outcomes based on past results 
is termed psychological momentum (16).  
Psychological momentum influences individuals’ cognition and behavior by forming 
future expectations for an actor having momentum. Specifically, those who have attained recent 
success are expected to continue doing well into the future and thus associated with positive 
momentum, whereas those who have faced recent setbacks are expected to experience further 
failures in the future and hence associated with negative momentum. For instance, athletes who 
experienced success (failure) reported greater positive (negative) momentum with greater 
expectation of future success (failure) (31–33). Similarly, those observing others with positive 
momentum expected greater success for them in the future, in both sports and non-sports 
contexts (18). The effects of psychological momentum extend to financial investments, whereby 
mutual funds with greater positive momentum register significant gains (34), and investors 
projecting a fund’s continued momentum increase their own investments into these funds (35). In 
short, there is sufficient empirical evidence of psychological momentum across a variety of 
social and non-social contexts. 
Consistent with the tenets of psychological momentum, research on social status from a 
third-party perspective suggests that two actors at the same rank are conferred different status 
depending on whether they have risen or fallen to arrive at that rank (20). As outlined above, 
individuals tend to project an actor’s future rank based on the direction of momentum, thus 
granting higher status to those with positive (versus negative) momentum. We contend that this 
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process should be amplified for focal actors within the hierarchy who witness other competitors 
associated with positive or negative momentum for two related reasons. First, status is a 
fundamental motive and one that individuals actively monitor; therefore, any appreciable 
movement in others’ rank is highly salient and noticeable (6). Second, in a competitive status 
hierarchy, a competitor’s success has consequences for one’s own future position, which further 
motivates and occupies an actor’s attention. As a result, focal actors incorporate various social 
cues such as rank, references, similarity, appearance, and clothing to estimate their opponents’ 
overall future standing (4, 36–39). In line with these factors, we argue that focal actors would 
utilize opponents’ momentum to extrapolate their future position in the direction of their 
momentum.          
Further, work on psychological momentum has suggested that competitors with 
momentum are perceived as threatening (32). In support of this finding, Hsee et al., suggest that 
any kind of approaching stimulus, whether positive or negative, is perceived as threatening to the 
self in comparison to a receding one (40). Integrating these findings from both the momentum 
and status literature within rank-ordered competitive hierarchies, we contend that when focal 
actors observe competitors’ positive movement, they expect them to continue their ascent within 
the hierarchy. This projected future momentum of others will be perceived as self-threatening by 
focal members as rank order is often zero-sum (i.e., one typically gains rank at the expense of 
others (41, 42)). Hence, the projected future rank of a competitor with momentum will raise the 
focal actor’s concern about his or her own future position, resulting in an increased feeling of 
self-threat. Additionally, there is considerable evidence that self-threat causes individuals to 
experience self-doubt or rigidity, which harms their performance (43–45). Therefore, we 
hypothesize that facing a competitor with positive momentum will be psychologically 
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threatening to the maintenance of focal actor’s own rank, resulting in poor performance against 
such a competitor.  
Therefore and ironically, the very thing that the focal actor is motivated to guard against 
(rank loss) results in poorer performance from the psychological threat that comes from 
recognizing this possibility. In contrast to the studies examining the effect of psychological 
momentum on the performance of the actors with momentum (i.e., the hot hand fallacy (17)), our 
research shows that when competitors have positive momentum, it negatively impacts the focal 
actor’s own performance. Thus, momentum may not only help the actors possessing it to perform 
well but may also impair their competitors’ performance. We test our hypothesis across six 
studies that include two large real-world datasets and four experimental studies. 
Results  
Study 1. This study demonstrates the influence of a competitor’s status momentum on a focal 
actor’s performance, in a real-world context. We analyzed players’ performance on the Free 
Internet Chess Server (FICS), one of the oldest and largest global Internet servers devoted to the 
game of chess. FICS assigns a rating to each chess player that is updated based on their 
performance. Moreover, these ratings, and their rise and fall based on past performances, are 
highly visible to other users on the server (46), making this an ideal setting to test our hypothesis. 
We created our dataset by obtaining all standard completed games played on FICS during 2015 
and 2016. Since our hypothesis is at the player level, our unit of analysis is the “player-game,” 
consisting of two players per game, one playing white pieces and the other playing black. We 
used a minimum of three data points per player to calculate momentum, as two data points are 
not enough to ascertain a trend. Hence, players who appeared in the database less than three 
times were excluded from the analysis. We also excluded games where move count was zero and 
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the outcome of the game was based on time-out. Our final sample consisted of 5,220,293 player-
game observations from 2,754,708 unique games.  
Each player’s rank or rating was based on the Elo rating system, the most accepted 
system used to rank professional chess players worldwide. A rating of 1200 and below belongs 
to a novice category whereas scores greater than 2700 are at the level of professional experts. In 
our data, players’ ratings ranged from 672–3230 points with a mean of 1653.04. Next, we 
estimated a focal player’s momentum and an opponent’s momentum in two steps. First, we 
calculated the average rating of each player at the time of starting a new game using a moving 
average window of that player’s current and previous two ratings. We then subtracted the 
average rating of the player from the current rating and divided by the average rating of the 
player at a given time to normalize momentum across players. Thus, momentum was calculated 
using the following equation: 
ܯ݋݉݁݊ݐݑ݉ ൌ ௜ܲ௧ െ ܣݒ݃Ǥ ሺ
σ ௜ܲ௧ሻ௧ିଶ௧
ܣݒ݃Ǥ ሺσ ௜ܲ௧ሻ௧ିଶ௧
 
where Pit is i
th player’s rank at a given point in time (t). Our main dependent variable was the 
overall probability of winning the match, coded as 1 for a win, 0 for a draw, and -1 for a loss. We 
included a number of covariates that could potentially impact a player’s performance, such as (i) 
the focal player’s own momentum, which can have a psychological impact on his or her 
performance (17); (ii) the difference between the focal player’s and opponent’s current ranks as 
an indicator of their differences in ability or skill; (iii) the total number of moves in the game; 
(iv) whether the player was playing with white or black pieces; (v) whether the game was rated 
(i.e., played on FICS servers under its aegis or independently on a player’s server via FICS); and 
(vi) year fixed effects. 
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We performed a multilevel multinomial logistic regression with players nested within 
each game to account for any game-level variance. Additionally, multinomial logistic regression 
accounted for the categorical dependent variable having more than two outcomes. We used 
probability of losing as a baseline comparison. In line with our prediction, regression analysis 
revealed that the opponent momentum had a significant negative effect on the number of games 
won by the focal player. This effect was significant with (b = -2.25, p < .001, Table 1, Model 4) 
and without control variables (b = -7.51, p < .001, Table 1, Model 1). We also performed 
multinomial logistic regression without considering the effect of nesting within each game, as 
each game had only two underlying observations which could result in unreliable estimates. This 
additional analysis produced identical results with similar effect sizes (see SI Appendix, Table 
S1). Figure S1 in SI Appendix demonstrates the predicted probability of the focal actor’s chances 
of winning the game as a function of opponent momentum in our data after accounting for the 
focal actor’s momentum, rank difference, and year fixed effects. The focal actor’s probability of 
winning drops from 65% to 30% as opponent momentum increases. We find no meaningful 
effect of the opponent’s momentum on the probability of drawing the game.  
As a robustness check, we not only calculated a player’s momentum based on the moving 
averages for the last 3 games, but also expanded that window to 4, 5, 6, and up to last 10 games 
(i.e., we only analyzed players who played a minimum of 4, 5, 6 and up to 10 games). 
Multinomial logit regression results were significant and consistent with our hypothesis even 
after utilizing longer temporal windows of the opponent’s momentum. We find similar results if 
momentum is calculated based only on the last two instances, but one should be cautious in 
interpreting these results as two datapoints do not signify a trend. An alternative explanation for 
our findings could be that players with momentum are the ones who are constantly improving, 
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and that could be driving this effect rather than momentum. We ruled out this possible 
explanation in two ways. First we looked at the correlation between the opponent momentum at 
three different time points: t, t-1, and t-2. The correlation was low and ranged from .32 to .006, 
suggesting that the same players did not have momentum throughout, and hence were not 
constantly improving. Second, if learning was driving the effect then those with a greater 
momentum shift should cause focal players to lose more games than those with less momentum. 
However, if momentum was driving the effect, we would not expect an interaction. Accordingly, 
we categorized an opponent’s momentum based on whether the jump in rank was less than 1 
standard deviation (SD) or greater or equal to more than 1 SD of average movement in rank and 
interacted that with the opponent’s momentum to observe its impact on a focal player’s chances 
of winning. We observed a significant interaction (b = 5.48, p < .001) but in contrast to the 
learning explanation, we found that focal players’ likelihood of losing was greater against an 
opponent within 1 SD jump (b = -1.47, p < .001) than against those with greater than 1 SD (b = -
.30, p < .001, see Figure S2 in SI Appendix). This test rules out learning as an alternative 
explanation. Moreover, significant negative slopes for both high and low values further supports 
momentum as the underlying cause. As an exploratory analysis, we examined whether a focal 
actor’s and opponent’s momentum interacted to predict game outcome; the interaction was 
insignificant (p > .05). 
Overall, analysis of more than 5.2 million player-game observations revealed that focal 
actors had a lower chance of winning if their opponent had positive momentum, even after 
controlling for several variables and ruling out alternative explanations such as the 
improvement/learning of the competitor. However, this field study fails to capture the 
psychological processes behind this effect, which we elucidate in the following studies. 
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Study 2. Study 2 examined whether competitors’ positive status momentum led the focal actor to 
project their continued ascent into the future, thereby resulting in increased perceptions of threat 
compared to when competitors held the same objective rank but lacked momentum. Participants 
were randomly assigned to either a status momentum condition or a control condition. We 
recruited 350 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), 171 in the control condition 
and 179 in the momentum condition (Mage = 35.36 years, 48.86% female).  
Participants read a hypothetical scenario where they assumed the role of an assistant 
manager in the sales department of a well-known multinational conglomerate, ABC Company. 
The scenario described how ABC Company runs a problem-solving competition every year. For 
example, last year’s competition was about how to reduce procrastination among desk clerks. 
Managers from across the company (e.g., finance, operations, accounting, human resources, etc.) 
compete for a bonus prize awarded to the top three managers who come up with the best 
proposals. Apart from earning extra cash, equivalent to 10% of their yearly salary, the winners 
also receive a great reputational boost within the company, as winners are announced publicly 
and prizes are awarded at the annual company dinner. Thus, having one’s proposal ranked in the 
top three would bring both tangible and intangible benefits. In both conditions, participants read 
that they have been ranked third for the past three years. In the momentum condition, they read 
that one of the competitors has consistently improved his or her ranking from 8Æ6Æ4 over the 
last three years, whereas in the control condition, the same person was ranked 4Æ4Æ4. In this 
way, the objective and most proximal final rank leading into the competition remained the same 
across the two condition. We structured the study such that male/female participants were always 
assigned to the same gender competitor (Josh/Jenny) to ensure that our results were not 
influenced by inter-gender dynamics (see SI Appendix for scenarios and measures). 
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We then asked participants to respond to two separate measures of threat and a single 
item measuring projection of future rank. The first measure of threat consisted of 12 negative 
emotional items, a measure commonly used in the competition literature (47) (α = .96). We also 
used three additional items to measure participants subjective sense of threat (α = .67). We 
measured the mediator—expectation of future rank—by asking participants to indicate the rank 
they expected the competitor to achieve in the next round of competition. In line with 
convention, the smaller numerical value of rank implied higher objective rank. We also included 
an eight-item competitiveness scale (α = .93) (48) to ensure that the within-gender competition 
condition did not differentially influence competitive motivation across gender.  
A 2×2 ANOVA with momentum and gender as two independent variables revealed a 
main effect of momentum condition on emotional threat items, F(1, 346) = 4.07, p = .044, d = 
.23, such that participants reported greater threat (M = 2.80, SD = 1.28) in the status momentum 
condition than in the control condition (M = 2.51, SD = 1.26). In line with the existing research 
on competition (49–51), we found a main effect of gender, F(1, 346) = 7.58, p = .006, d = .31, 
such that women reported greater negative feelings (M = 2.86, SD = 1.35) than men (M = 2.47, 
SD = 1.18). However, we observed no interaction between momentum and gender, F(1, 346) = 
.37, p = .54, suggesting that the momentum manipulation influenced all genders equally. Similar 
analysis for subjective threat again revealed a main effect of momentum on threat perceptions, 
F(1, 346) = 22.80, p < .001, d = .51, such that participants in the momentum condition perceived 
greater threat (M  = .34, SD = 1.41) than those in the control condition (M = -.36, SD = 1.32). 
There was a marginal difference in threat perceptions across gender, F(1, 346) = 3.11, p = .078, d 
= .23, such that women reported greater self-threat (M  = .17, SD = 1.50) than men (M = -.16, SD 
= 1.30). Yet, there was no interaction between momentum and gender, F(1, 346) = 1.20, p = .28.  
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We next inspected whether status momentum also influenced future rank expectation. 
There was a significant main effect of momentum, F(1, 346) = 28.74, p < .001, d = .58, such that 
participants expected their competitor to do much better in the momentum condition (M = 3.33, 
SD = 1.06) than in the control condition (M = 3.83, SD = .60). We found no main effect of 
gender, F(1, 346)  = .16, p = .69, or it’s interaction with momentum, F(1, 346) = .00, p = .99, on 
future rank expectation of the competitor. We also performed the same analysis on participants’ 
competitiveness ratings. Consistent with past research, only a main effect of gender was 
observed, F(1, 346) = 7.44, p = .007, d = .30, such that women reported lower competitiveness 
(M = 4.52, SD = 1.35) than men (M = 4.90, SD = 1.26). Neither the main effect of momentum, 
F(1, 346) = .65, p = .42, nor it’s interaction with gender was significant, F(1, 346) = .67, p = .41.  
We then examined whether a projected better future rank of the competitor mediated the 
positive relationship between status momentum and threat. Since results for both threat measures 
were the same, we standardized and combined the two measures (α = .95). For all of the studies, 
we performed a bootstrap mediation procedure with 5,000 iterations and report bias-corrected 
95% confidence intervals. We coded the independent variable as 1 for momentum and 0 for 
control conditions. Bootstrap analysis resulted in a marginally significant indirect effect on threat 
via positive rank expectations (b = .08, p = .066, 95%CI [.006, .187]) after controlling for 
participants’ gender and age. The direct effect of the independent variable after accounting for 
the indirect effect was significant (b = .26, p = .045, 95%CI [.01, .53]), suggesting partial 
mediation. Overall, this study demonstrated the role of future rank projection as the underlying 
cause of self-threat when facing a competitor with positive momentum versus a similar 
competitor with the same objective rank but no momentum. 
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Study 3. In this study, we wanted to replicate our findings using a more conservative scenario 
where the final rank of a competitor with status momentum was objectively lower than that of 
another competitor without momentum. We randomly assigned 123 MTurk participants to either 
a control (n = 63) or momentum (n = 60) condition (Mage = 34.45 years, 44.72% female). 
Participants read a hypothetical scenario where they assumed a brand manager role in a luxury 
watch company, OMEGA, and learned how various luxury watch brands were ranked by a 
famous brand magazine over the past three years. In the control condition, their watch company 
(OMEGA) was ranked fifth over the past three years whereas their closest competitor (TAG 
Heuer) was consistently ranked sixth during this period. In the momentum condition, OMEGA 
was also consistently ranked fifth over last three years but another competitor (TAG Heuer) had 
steadily increased its ranking from 19Æ13Æ7 during this period. Thus, the final rank in the 
momentum condition was objectively lower than in the control condition (7 versus 6), offering a 
stricter test of our hypothesis. Since both measures of threat in Study 2 showed similar results, 
we only measured subjective threat perceptions in this study (α = .66). Similar to Study 2, 
expectations were measured by asking participants to indicate the rank they expected Tag Heuer 
to achieve in the next year’s rankings by selecting an option between 1 and 10.  
A one-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of momentum on threat, F(1,121) = 
36.25, p < .001, d = 1.08, such that participants reported greater threat (M = .89, SD = 1.73) in 
the momentum condition than in control (M = -.85, SD = 1.48). Likewise, we found a significant 
difference in future rank expectations across the two conditions, F(1,121) = 25.79, p < .001, d = 
.92. Participants in the momentum condition predicted a higher future rank for Tag Heuer (M = 
4.78, SD = 1.09) compared to those in the control condition (M = 5.65, SD = .79). We further 
examined whether positive future expectations of a competitor’s rank mediated the relationship 
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between status momentum and threat. We coded the control condition as 0 and momentum as 1. 
A bootstrap mediation analysis with 5,000 iterations revealed a significant indirect effect of 
momentum on threat via expectations (b = .35, p = .025, 95%CI [.09, .71]). The direct effect of 
momentum on threat after accounting for the indirect effect was also significant (b = 1.39, p < 
.001, 95% CI [.79, 1.99]), indicating partial mediation. This study not only replicated findings 
from Study 2 but also demonstrated that an objectively lower-ranked competitor’s momentum 
elicits greater self-threat than a competitor with an objectively higher rank but void of 
momentum. These findings run counter to the widespread notion of attributed skills and expertise 
being associated with a higher position in a hierarchy. 
Study 4. To further demonstrate threat as the psychological mechanism underlying our findings, 
we used a process of moderation (52) approach by giving participants reasons to discount 
momentum as the source of the threat—an established way of attenuating self-threat (28). We 
pre-registered the study, discussing sample size, study design, and expected results 
(https://bit.ly/2lSFsOo). The final sample consisted of 278 MTurk participants (Mage = 37.37 
years, 57.19% female). Participants were randomly assigned to either a momentum, control, or 
doubtful momentum condition. The scenario for this study was identical to Study 2 for both the 
momentum and control conditions. In the doubtful momentum condition, participants 
additionally read that there might be a clerical error in accurately measuring the competitor’s 
past performance (see SI Appendix for verbatim wording), thus raising suspicion of the veracity 
of the momentum. Unlike in Study 2, we relaxed the within-gender assignment, as there was no 
evidence of gender effects based on momentum. We expected that participants in the doubtful 
momentum condition would discount the validity of the competitor’s momentum and therefore 
feel less threatened than those in the momentum condition, who did not have any basis to 
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discount the legitimacy of the competitor’s rank. The two main dependent variables were threat 
and expectation of competitor’s future rank.  
A one-way ANOVA with threat as the dependent variable revealed a significant 
difference across the three conditions, F(2, 275) = 7.26, p < .001, K2 = .05, such that participants 
were more threatened in the momentum condition (M = .51, SD = 1.67) than in the control (M = -
.42, SD = 1.52) or doubtful momentum condition (M = -.03, SD = 1.85). Consistent with the 
prior studies, the momentum and control conditions differed significantly, F(1, 275)= 14.47, p < 
.001. Importantly, however, threat perception also differed significantly in the momentum 
condition versus the doubtful momentum condition, F(1,275)= 4.60, p = .033. No significant 
difference was observed between the control and doubtful momentum conditions, F(1,275)= 
2.56, p = .11, confirming that the doubtful momentum condition was successful in attenuating 
self-threat by allowing participants to discount the legitimacy of their competitor (see Figure S3 
in SI Appendix). Similarly, we also found a significant difference when measuring competitor’s 
future rank expectation across the three conditions, F(2, 275) = 20.52, p <.001, K2 = .13, such 
that participants expected higher rank for the competitor in the momentum condition (M = 3.01, 
SD = .92) than in the control (M = 3.76, SD = .52) or doubtful momentum condition (M = 3.31, 
SD = .95). Post hoc analysis showed a significant difference between the momentum and the 
control condition, F(1,275)= 40.24, p < .001, and also between the momentum and doubtful 
momentum condition, F(1,275)= 6.24, p = .013. Additionally, the control and doubtful 
momentum condition differed significantly, F(1,275)= 14.24, p < .001.  
We next examined whether rank expectations mediated the effect of momentum on threat 
perceptions. Since the control and doubtful momentum conditions did not differ in terms of 
threat perceptions, we collapsed the two into a baseline condition for the mediation analysis. A 
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bootstrap procedure with 5,000 replications confirmed the presence of an indirect effect of 
momentum condition in comparison to the baseline condition on threat via expectations (b = .46, 
p < .001) with 95% confidence intervals not containing 0 [.26, .73]. Further, when we accounted 
for the indirect effect, the direct effect of momentum on threat became insignificant (b = .21, p  = 
.32, 95%CI [-.21, .62]), suggesting that positive rank expectation fully mediated the effect of 
momentum on threat. Thus, via the process of moderation, this study provided additional 
evidence that self-threat among focal actors is elicited by opponents’ momentum. 
Study 5. This study again moderated self-threat as a consequence of an opponent momentum by 
affording individuals an opportunity to self-affirm. Individuals can buffer themselves from 
threatening situations by drawing on additional resources valued by the self (53, 54). We 
constructed a simulated competition as per the preregistration that discussed our hypothesis, 
manipulation, measures, sample size, exclusion criteria, and analysis strategy 
(https://bit.ly/2lMtg1O). The final sample consisted of 1,072 participants (Mage = 35.65 years, 
53.87% female), randomly assigned to a 2 (momentum: yes, no) × 2 (self-affirmation: yes, no) 
between-subjects design. Participants took part in a competition designed to assess their general 
intelligence against nine other people. The test consisted of four rounds, and after each round, 
participants were informed about their standing in the group. In reality, all participant’s rank was 
kept constant at 3 across the three rounds. In the momentum condition, they were shown a 
graphic wherein one of the participants (Participant 107) made consistent progress after each 
round from rank 10Æ7Æ3, respectively. To make the competition more realistic, we oscillated 
the rank in the control condition, whereby the participant (Participant 107) ranked at 4 after 
round 1, then moved to a rank of 5 after round 2, and finally back to a rank of 4 after round 3.  
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In line with real-world hierarchies, participants learned that finishing among the top three 
competitors would result in additional rewards. Participants further learned that after the third 
round, they would be paired up with their nearest competitor and would have to perform better 
than this competitor in the final round to finish among the top three. All participants were paired 
up with the competitor ranked at 4 after round 3. After learning about their competitor, half of 
the participants were given an opportunity to self-affirm by briefly writing about their core 
strengths that helped them perform well in the past. This affirmation manipulation was intended 
to boost the global self-worth of an individual by increasing a pool of psychological resources 
that serve to assuage threats to the self (53). In the no-affirmation condition, participants wrote 
about their last shopping trip to the grocery store. Participants then reported their perception of 
threat and future rank expectation of the competitor. Consistent with previous studies, threat was 
measured using three items (D = .83) and expectation with a single item capturing the 
participant’s anticipation of the competitor’s rank in the next round. We predicted a main effect 
of momentum across the two conditions, but more importantly, we also predicted an interaction 
of self-affirmation with momentum, such that those in the affirmation condition would feel less 
threatened facing a competitor with positive momentum than those in the no-affirmation 
condition. We pre-registered differences in means based on a one-tailed t-test but report below 
using a more conservative two-tailed test (see SI Appendix for analysis with one-tailed test). 
A two-way ANOVA revealed a main effect of momentum F(1, 1068) = 108.99, p < .001, 
K2 = .03, as well as a main effect of affirmation F(1, 1068) = 29.15, p = .005, K2 = .007. 
Participants reported more threat in both the momentum and no-affirmation conditions.Notably, 
we observed a significant interaction effect of momentum and affirmation conditions on threat, 
F(1, 1068) = 18.20, p = .026, K2 = .005. Post-hoc analysis revealed that participants experienced 
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maximum threat in the momentum and no-affirmation conditions (M = .61, SD = 1.95). This 
value differed significantly from the other three conditions (i.e., when participants were either in 
the momentum condition but affirmed, F(1, 1068) = 12.59, p < .001, (M = .02, SD = 1.98), or in 
the no-momentum condition with affirmation, F(1, 1068) = 34.22, p < .001, (M = -.35, SD = 
1.70) or in the no-momentum condition without affirmation, F(1, 1068) = 29.88, p < .001, (M = -
.28, SD = 2.02)). Additionally, participants in the momentum condition who were allowed to 
affirm reported greater self-threat than those in the no-momentum condition and without self-
affirmation, F(1, 1068) = 5.11, p = .024, but this difference was only marginally significant 
compared to those in the no-momentum and affirmation condition, F(1, 1068) = 3.45, p = .064. 
We saw no significant difference among participants in the no-momentum condition. Overall, the 
pattern of results indicates that self-affirmation helped reduce the impact of a competitor’s 
positive momentum (see Figure S4 in SI Appendix). In short, self-affirmation buffered against 
the self-threat caused by a competitor’s momentum.  
A two-way ANOVA on competitor’s future rank expectations revealed a main effect of 
both the momentum, F(1, 1068) = 26.98, p < .001, K2 = .03, and affirmation conditions, F(1, 
1068) = 7.61, p = .006, K2 = .007, and a significant interaction of the two F(1, 1068) = 5.70, p = 
.017, K2 = .005. Post hoc analysis of means showed a pattern similar to self-threat, wherein non-
affirming participants within the momentum condition expected the competitor to do much better 
in the next round (M = 2.54, SD = 1.40) than the affirmed participants (M = 2.96, SD = 1.53), 
F(1, 1068) = 13.12, p < .001. In addition, future rank expectations of non-affirming participants 
in the momentum condition was significantly higher than those in the no-momentum condition 
with (M = 3.19, SD = 1.13), F(1, 1068) = 31.69, p < .001, or without affirmation (M = 3.16, SD = 
1.27), F(1, 1068) = 29.18, p < .001. Participants in the affirmed momentum condition reported 
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marginally better rank compared to those in the no-momentum condition with, F(1, 1068) = 3.88, 
p = .05, or without, F(1, 1068) = 2.96, p = .09, affirmation (see Figure S5 in SI Appendix). 
Taken together, these results highlight the role of self-affirmation in attenuating the effect of a 
competitor’s momentum on future rank expectations. 
 Consistent with our hypothesis, we also tested for a conditional indirect effect of 
momentum on threat via future rank expectations, such that the effect was expected to be 
positive and significant when participants were afforded the ability to self-affirm versus not. 
Hence, we analyzed a first stage moderated mediation model, such that affirmation moderated 
the link between the momentum condition and rank expectations (55). A bootstrap procedure 
with 5,000 iterations revealed a significant positive indirect effect of momentum on threat via 
expectations under no affirmation (b = .55, p < .001, 95% CI [.34, .75]). A marginal positive 
indirect effect of momentum on threat via expectations was also observed in the affirmation 
condition (b = .20, p = .057, 95% CI [-.004, .41]). However, more importantly, the difference in 
the two conditional indirect effects was positive and significant, such that participants felt more 
threatened in the absence than in the presence of affirmation (b = .34, p = .018, 95% CI [.05, 
.62]). In short, our findings suggest that self-affirmation helps attenuate self-threat caused by a 
competitor’s momentum. By utilizing a simulated competition and the experimental process of 
moderation, this study supports greater self-threat caused by positive rank expectations as an 
underlying mechanism of our findings. 
Study 6. Having elucidated the psychological process underlying our effect in the previous four 
studies, in this study, we sought to examine the role of opponent momentum and self-threat in a 
real-world high-stakes context where individuals compete at the most elite professional level. 
Accordingly, we developed a large panel dataset of 27 years of male and female tennis players, 
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representing the Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) and the Women’s Tennis 
Association (WTA), respectively. This field represented a fitting context to test our hypothesis as 
ATP/WTA rankings provide a rank-ordered hierarchy where being on top results in significant 
financial and social benefits. Further, there is a scope for upward and downward movement 
within the hierarchy contingent upon one’s performance, and any change in ranking is 
observable to everyone. First-round draws for any ATP/WTA tournament are determined 
through a random distribution, except for the top 32 players in major tournaments, who are 
strategically placed in the top or bottom half to ensure that the top four players do not play each 
other prior to the semi-finals. Such random distribution of draws also affords players who are far 
apart within the hierarchy an opportunity to compete with each other. Moreover, to analyze the 
impact of an opponent’s momentum on a player’s performance, tennis data provides excellent 
objective markers of performance, simultaneously allowing us to rule out a number of potential 
confounds. Finally, tennis tournaments are based on a knockout format with a discreet payoff 
function, which offers a high-stakes context to test our hypothesis.  
We collected match data of all men’s and women’s tennis matches from 1990 to 2016. 
The data was obtained from the ATP and WTA websites. Our unit of analysis was at the match-
player level, resulting in two observations per game. We focused on only the first-round games 
of each tournament for the following two reasons: first, players’ rankings are updated only upon 
the conclusion of a tournament and not during the tournament; and second, a host of other 
within-tournament factors (e.g., when a lower-ranked player defeats a top-seeded player, injuries, 
positive or negative press, etc.) may influence players’ intra-tournament momentum without any 
visible adjustment in their ATP/WTA ranking. Thus, we only examined first-round matches for 
which ranking data accurately mirrored a player’s position in the hierarchy. We also eliminated 
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those players who appeared less than three times in our dataset (n = 1,552), as we needed a 
minimum of three time points to calculate momentum. Our final sample consisted of 117,762 
observations, with 59,200 unique matches and participation from 2,451 distinct players at an 
average of 48.04 matches per player (range 3–402).  
Status momentum for each focal player and opponent was calculated based on moving 
averages, as in Study 1. We used the overall probability of winning the match as the first 
dependent variable (1 = win, 0 = loss). We also employed an additional continuous dependent 
variable to capture match closeness. A tennis match is typically won by the player who wins a 
greater number of games compared to the opponent. Therefore, we measured the difference in 
total number of games won by the focal player versus the opponent, divided by the total number 
of games in the match. The variable ranged from -1 to .9 with values close to 0 (on either side of 
the decimal) suggesting the match was very close, values close to 1 indicating it was a one-sided 
match in favor of the focal player, and values close to -1 indicating that the opponent dominated 
the match. We operationalized threat to the focal player, using their count of double faults. A 
double fault (unlike a winner, or a break point saved/converted) is an unforced error for which 
the focal player is solely responsible, and the opponent exerts no active role; compared to other 
unforced errors, which could be a result of opponent’s quality return. Hence, we chose double 
faults as a behavioral manifestation of a focal player’s internal state of psychological threat. We 
divided the double fault count of the focal player by the double fault count of the opponent to 
ensure that we considered the match context and avoided overdispersion in our measure. The 
opponent’s double fault count was increased by 1 to avoid the problem of division by 0 in cases 
where the opponent’s double fault was 0.  
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We included a number of covariates that could potentially impact a player’s performance. 
We controlled for (i) the focal player’s own momentum (17); (ii) the difference between the 
focal player’s and opponent’s current ranks, as this is a good indicator of differences in the 
players’ ability or skill; and (iii) the focal player’s and opponent’s height, age, and serving hand. 
We also accounted for other external factors, such as (i) the size of the tournament based on draw 
size (e.g., Grand Slams have a draw size of 128 and attract a larger number of players than 
smaller tournaments with draw sizes of 64, 32, etc.); (ii) the type of surface (clay, grass, or hard), 
as some surfaces favor certain players and their style of play; (iii) the number of sets required to 
win the match (2 or 3); and (iv) the type of series (e.g., ATP, Grand Slam, Masters, etc.), as each 
series has different requirements for a player participation. 
We ran a multilevel regression with players nested within each game-opponent dyad to 
partial out any variance based on game-level factors. In line with our prediction, regression 
analysis revealed the negative effect of opponent momentum on the number of games won by the 
focal player. The effect of an opponent’s momentum was negative and significant with (b = -
.034, p < .001, Table 2, Model 4) or without the control variables (b = -.038, p < .001, Table 2, 
Model 1). For the categorical win variable, we performed a multilevel logistic regression, again 
accounting for the variance based on game-level factors. Opponent momentum had a significant 
negative effect on a player’s chances of winning the match, both with (b = -.15, p < .001; Table 
S2, Model 4) and without the control variables (b = -.20, p < .001; Table S2, Model 1). Figure S6 
in SI Appendix demonstrates how a focal actor’s probability of winning varies as a function of 
the opponent’s momentum in our data while adjusting for the focal actor’s momentum, rank 
differences, and year fixed effects. We find that a player’s chances of winning drop from 52% to 
38% as the opponent’s momentum increases. In sum, the above results were consistent with our 
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prediction. We performed the same analysis on threat-based unforced errors. In line with our 
prediction, a significant positive effect of opponent momentum was observed with (b = .084, p = 
.001; Table 2, Model 8) or without the control variables (b = .083, p = .001; Table 2, Model 5), 
suggesting that an opponent’s momentum increases focal player’s threat perceptions, resulting in 
unwanted errors. We also performed a panel regression analysis with year as the panel variable 
as an alternative analysis for the two continuous variables—net games won and threat—and a 
logistic regression for the categorical win outcome. These alternative analyses produced similar 
results and effect sizes (see Table S3 and S4 in SI Appendix).  
We next examined whether threat mediated the effect of opponent momentum on a focal 
player’s performance. A bootstrap procedure with 5,000 iterations revealed that opponent 
momentum had a significant negative indirect effect via threat on a player’s ability to win more 
games than his or her opponent (b = -.003, p = .047, 95%CI [-.006, -.0004]) and overall chances 
of winning the match (b = -.002, p = .047, 95%CI [-.004,-.0003]).    
As a robustness check, we calculated each player’s momentum based on the moving 
average for not only the last three instances but also for the last 2, 4, 5, 6, and up to 10 instances 
(i.e., we examined data for players who were present at least 2, 4, 5, 6, and up to 10 times). The 
regression results remained significant and consistent across these horizons of momentum. 
Further analysis using the nominal count of a player’s double fault and controlling for the 
opponent’s nominal count resulted in significant results that were consistent with our hypothesis. 
Similar to Study 1, we also examined whether learning could provide an alternative explanation 
for these results. The within momentum correlation for a player at time t, t-1, and t-2 was low 
and ranged from .39 to .04, suggesting that momentum was not consistent among the same 
players. As in Study 1, interacting momentum with a jump in opponent momentum based on less 
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than or greater equal 1 SD on net games and double faults revealed the same pattern. The 
interaction for net games won was significant (b = .18, p < .001); however, the slope for an 
opponent momentum with less than 1 SD jump in momentum was more negative (b = -.20, p < 
.001) than the same for an opponent momentum greater or equal to 1 SD jump (b = -.02, p = 
.001, see SI Appendix, Figure S7), suggesting that learning alone was not driving the effect. 
Similarly, the interaction for threat was significant (b = -.27, p = .007), revealing that the focal 
player committed a greater number of double faults when facing an opponent with a lower (b = 
.34, p = .001) versus higher jump in momentum (b = .08, p = .022, see SI Appendix, Figure S8). 
Overall, the above analysis suggests that learning cannot be the only explanation for these 
results, as we continued to observe the main effect of opponent momentum at both higher and 
lower jumps in momentum. We did not find the interaction between the focal actor’s and the 
opponent’s momentum to be significant (p > .05).  
Another explanation for the above results could be player fatigue, but it is difficult to 
imagine why it would affect only one out of the two players as both players played for a similar 
duration. Nonetheless, we empirically ruled out this alternative account by controlling for match 
length, in total number of minutes, and find that our effects remain consistent and significant. 
The data for total minutes played was only available for men; hence, we provide this analysis in 
the SI Appendix (see Table S5). In short, the performance drop among professional ATP players 
when facing a competitor with positive status momentum was robust across several temporal 
windows of status momentum and multiple analyses aimed at ruling out alternative explanations. 
Further, using a behavioral measure, this study also demonstrated that threat mediates the 
negative relationship between opponent momentum and an elite focal player’s performance. 
Discussion 
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 We set out to explore how a competitor’s rise in a competitive hierarchy over time—that 
is, positive status momentum—affects a focal actors’ psychology and performance. After 
conducting six studies that included two large longitudinal archival analyses, experiments 
employing various competitive contexts, and more than 5.3 million observations, we find that 
opponents’ momentum negatively affects focal actors’ cognitive and physical performance. 
Focal actors’ tendency to project a competitor’s momentum into the future increases their 
likelihood of experiencing self-threat, which harms their performance. Thus, the very element 
that a focal actor intends to guard against (i.e., their own status loss) becomes more likely when 
they notice a competitor’s momentum.  
Our findings advance the social hierarchy literature in several important ways. First, we 
offer novel insights on how competitors’ rank changes impact a focal actor’s psychology and 
resulting performance. In doing so, we respond to repeated calls in the social hierarchy literature 
to investigate interactions in hierarchies through a dynamic lens, contrary to extant work that 
treats status as a largely static measure (4, 15). Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, our study 
is the first to examine rank changes from a first-person (rather than third-person) perspective 
using a field sample and pre-registered experiments to replicate the focal actor’s psychology. 
These findings suggest that a focal actor not only assigns weight to a competitor’s current rank 
but also to the competitor’s past trajectory in attaining that rank.  
The second and perhaps the most important contribution of our work lies in 
demonstrating the adverse effect of opponent momentum on a focal actor’s performance. One’s 
rank is contingent on a sustained level of performance, so a drop in performance will increase the 
likelihood of a decrease in future rank. Hence, our findings have crucial implications for how 
hierarchies are dynamically negotiated and changed over time. Additionally, our results are not 
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limited to one type of task or performance. We find impairment in performance for both 
cognitive and effort-based domains, underlining the generalizability of our findings across 
different performance areas. Further, these effects manifested among both amateur chess players 
and elite tennis professionals. In the latter group, the focal actor who lost in the first round of the 
tournament incurred heavy costs, both financially and professionally.  
Third, by examining the impact of opponent’s momentum directly, this research 
contributes to the psychological momentum literature, which has mostly explored the benefits of 
psychological momentum for the focal actor embodying this momentum (17, 56). In addition to 
the hot hand phenomenon or self-beliefs associated with positive momentum, our research 
indicates that those with momentum might also perform well because they increase the salience 
of self-threat among their competitors. Although proponents of the hot hand fallacy have 
suggested that a focal actor having momentum can negatively impact the opponent, there is lack 
of systematic evidence to support this claim. Additionally, it has been suggested that one gains 
momentum at the expense of one’s competitor(s) since rank-ordered hierarchies are essentially 
zero-sum (32); this might be true for some player-opponent dyads, but is not always the case. 
One can in fact gain rank without affecting the incumbent’s rank or momentum. For instance, 
both members of the dyad can have upward momentum at the expense of others in the hierarchy 
or an opponent can gain rank without affecting the focal actor’s position.  
Additionally, in our field studies we demonstrated the effect of opponent momentum over 
and above the focal actor’s momentum. We also probed for a possible interaction between a 
focal actor and opponent momentum but did not find any support for it. Similarly, in our 
experiments, we held the rank of the focal actor constant and higher than that of the competitor 
to further demonstrate that opponent momentum independently increases the salience of self-
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threat beyond the competitor’s objective rank. Thus, our research contributes to the literature on 
psychological momentum in two critical ways: by focusing on the opponent’s momentum instead 
of the dominant hot hand explanation, and by highlighting that momentum need not be zero-sum 
within a player-opponent dyad to exert its effect. Having said that, we do note that in certain 
settings, momentum could be zero-sum and could exaggerate these effects. 
Fourth, although we utilize the threat rigidity framework to explain performance 
impairment, our findings also advance the literature on “choking” under pressure (57–59), which 
documents how heightened self-awareness or internal monitoring interferes with an automatic 
response on a learned task, resulting in performance impairment. However, our research 
emphasizes a mechanism that is outward focused—i.e., anticipating a competitor’s future rank—
can increase the salience of self-threat and handicap one’s performance. Further, in contrast to 
the literature on choking under pressure, where performance is compared across pressure and no-
pressure situations, we held the objective form of pressure constant across experimental 
conditions in our studies (e.g., same monetary rewards, competitor with the same rank, etc.). 
Under all of these conditions, we found that focal actors experience psychological pressure 
because of their opponent’s momentum and perform inadequately. By employing a mixed-
method approach, using field and experimental studies that measure and manipulate the mediator 
via the process of moderation and pre-registering the studies in advance, our work follows the 
recommendation of several scholars to use a full-cycle approach when investigating a real-world 
phenomenon of interest (60).  
In light of these findings, there are several fruitful directions for future research. Since 
our goal was to examine the impact of an opponent’s upward momentum, we intentionally 
restricted our focus to others’ positive momentum in experimental studies. Hence, future 
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research could explore how an opponent’s negative momentum may affect focal actor’s 
performance in a hierarchy. There is also an opportunity to examine how the velocity of change 
in status momentum (i.e., a jump of 3 ranks versus 9) across time might affect focal actor’s threat 
perception differently. Another possible limitation of our work is the lack of consideration given 
to individual dispositional or situational factors that could amplify or attenuate the impact of 
others’ momentum. For example, having a history of highly competitive interactions (61) can 
make a competitor with positive momentum appear more threatening than a competitor with no 
such history; this is an interesting proposition and could provide a useful direction for future 
work. Finally, the psychological momentum literature treats decision-making based on 
momentum as irrational (18). Likewise, research on competition would proffer a rational view of 
using current rank rather than momentum as the most objective criterion to assess a competitor. 
However, evolutionary psychology underscores the importance of avoiding conflict by gauging 
others’ status in advance using any relevant information, thereby increasing one’s adaptiveness 
to the environment (62–64). Thus, future research may examine the contexts where focusing on 
opponent momentum as a heuristic can be irrational versus adaptive. Nonetheless, our findings 
offer important insights into how competitive hierarchies are negotiated over time. 
 Christian Doppler’s observation that motion of a source affects the experience of a 
stationary observer appears to extend well beyond sound waves. As this research has 
demonstrated, the motion of a social competitor towards a higher-status actor similarly amplifies 
that actor’s experience of psychological threat, and in turn impairs performance.  
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Table 1: Results of multinomial logit regression analysis for Study 1 on game outcome 
  GAME DRAWN GAME WON 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 
Opponent’s Momentum .436 (.246) 2.867*** (.263)  .354 (.347) -7.511*** (.123) -2.256*** (.129)  -2.253*** (0.128) 
Player’s own Momentum  4.674*** (.260) 2.173*** (.322) 2.273*** (.34)  1.919*** (.133) 1.998*** (.138) 1.972*** (.132) 
Rank Difference  3.672***(.009) 3.609***(.011) 3.61***(.011)  7.618***(.015) 7.553***(.014) 7.544***(.015) 
Total number of moves   .026*** (.000) .026*** (.000)   -.000*** (.000) -.000*** (.000) 
Chess piece color   .043*** (.005) .043*** (.002)   .150*** (.003) .151*** (.003) 
Event rateda    1.711*** (.009) 1.711*** (.009)   -.005 (.001) -.005 (.001) 
Yearb   .027*** (.005) .026*** (.006)   -.001 (.000) -.001 (.000) 
Constant -2.368*** (.003) -2.256*** (.003) -4.632*** (.009) -4.632*** (.009) -.009*** (.000) .024*** (.000) -.038*** (.001) -.039*** (.001) 
Level 2 variance 2.24e-09 5.85e-10 .00000034 6.80e-09 2.24e-09 5.85e-10 .00000034 6.80e-09 
N 5220293 5220293 5220293 5220293 5220293 5220293 5220293 5220293 
AIC 8820344.8 8003154.9 7679824.0 7679412.8 8820344.8 8003154.9 7679824.0 7679412.8 
BIC 8820398.7 8003262.7 7680012.6 7679628.3 8820398.7 8003262.7 7680012.6 7679628.3 
Log Likelihood -4410168.4 -4001569.5 -3839898.0 -3839690.4 -4410168.4 -4001569.5 -3839898.0 -3839690.4 
 
Notes. a 1= Game was rated by FICS, 2 = Game was unrated by FICS; b 1 = 2015, 2 = 2016; Standard errors in parentheses; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
 
Table 2: Results of multilevel regression analysis for Study 6 on net games won and threat 
 NET GAMES WON THREAT 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 
         
Opponent’s Momentum -.038*** -.041***  -.034*** .081*** .083***  .084*** 
 (.006) (.006)  (.006) (.026) (.026)  (.026) 
Player’s own Momentum  .024*** .016** .019***  -.063* -.075** -.077** 
  (.006) (.006) (.006)  (.026) (.026) (.026) 
Rank Difference  .002*** .002*** .002***  -.001* -.001* -.001* 
  (.000) (.000) (.000)  (.000) (.000) (.000) 
Gendera   -.047 -.047   -.15 -.152 
   (.047) (.047)   (.47) (.47) 
Player’s Age   -.002*** -.002***   -.003* -.003* 
   (.000) (.000)   (.001) (.001) 
Opponent’s Age   .002*** .002***   .002 .002 
   (.000) (.000)   (.001) (.001) 
Player’s Service Hand   -.032*** -.032***   -.031** -.031** 
   (.003) (.003)   (.011) (.011) 
Opponent’s Service Hand   .031*** .031***   .026* .026* 
   (.003) (.003)   (.011) (.011) 
Surface Type         
      ----Clay   -.000 -.000   -.018 -.017 
   (.004) (.004)   (.019) (.019) 
     ----Grass   .001 .001   .011 .011 
   (.005) (.005)   (.022) (.022) 
     ----Hard   -.000 .000   .004 .003 
   (.004) (.004)   (.018) (.018) 
Best of b   -.046 -.046   -.149 -.152 
   (.046) (.046)   (.47) (.47) 
Series type FE   Included Included   Included Included 
Draw size FE   Included Included   Included Included 
Year FE Included Included Included Included Included Included Included Included 
Constant -.003 -.002 -.009 -.004 1.03*** 1.030*** 1.084*** 1.071*** 
 (.006) (.006) (.026) (.026) (.023) (.023) (.097) (.097) 
         
Level 1 Variance 6.18e-27 1.89e-25 3.54e-26*** 1.92e-29*** 2.40e-24*** 1.13e-22*** 3.51e-25 5.03e-16*** 
 (2.66e-24) (5.19e-23) (1.80e-27) (9.70e-31) (1.40e-25) (7.09e-24) (1.31e-22) (2.13e-17) 
Level 2 Variance .11*** .11*** .109*** .109*** 1.324*** 1.324*** 1.322*** 1.322*** 
 (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.003) (.003) (.003) (.003) 
N 117762 117746 117750 117746 82477 82477 82477 82477 
AIC 74681.0 74070.3 74034.5 73997.7 257406.2 257417.1 257488.0 257484.9 
BIC 74971.3 74380.0 74634.5 74607.4 257676.5 257706.0 258010.0 258016.2 
ICC 5.61e-26 1.72e-24 3.24e-25 1.76e-28 1.81e-24 8.52e-23 2.66e-25 3.80e-16 
Log Likelihood -37310.5 -37003.2 -36955.3 -36935.9 -128674.1 -128677.6 -128688.0 -128685.5 
Degrees of Freedom 27 29 59 60 26 28 53 54 
Notes: a 1=Male (ATP), 2=Female (WTP); b 1= best of 3 sets, 2 = best of 5 sets, Standard errors in parentheses; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 
0.001 
 
